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License GNU General Public License
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The GNU Unifont by Roman Czyborra is a free bitmap font that covers the Unicode Basic Multilingual Plane
(BMP), using an intermediate bitmapped font format. It is present in most free operating systems and windowing
systems such as Linux, XFree86 or the X.Org Server and some minor embedded devices like cell phones or
microcontrollers[1] . The font is released under the GNU General Public License.

Status
The Unicode Basic Multilingual Plane covers 216 = 65,536 code points. Of this number, 2048 are reserved for
special use as surrogate pairs and 6,400 are reserved for private use. This leaves approximately 57,000 code points to
which glyphs can be assigned. Some of these code points are special values that do not have an assigned glyph, but
most do have assigned glyphs.
As of June 2008, the GNU Unifont has complete coverage of the Basic Multilingual Plane as defined in Unicode 5.1.
Scripts that are less than 100% complete can be augmented by any contributor.
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The .hex font format
The GNU Unifont .hex format defines its glyphs as either 8 or 16 pixels in width by 16 pixels in height. Most
Western script glyphs can be defined as 8 pixels wide, while other glyphs (notably the Chinese-Japanese-Korean, or
CJK set) are typically defined as 16 pixels wide.
The unifont.hex file contains one line for each glyph. Each line consists of a four digit Unicode hexadecimal code
point, a colon, and the bitmap string. The bit string is 32 hexadecimal digits for an 8 pixel wide glyph or 64
hexadecimal digits for a 16 pixel wide glyph.
A '1' bit in the bit string corresponds to an 'on' pixel. Pixels bits are stored top to bottom, left to right.
The font is then converted into a BDF file for use on X11.

Example
This is an example font containing one glyph, for ASCII capital 'A'.

0041:0000000018242442427E424242420000

The first number is the hexadecimal Unicode code point, with range 0000 through FFFF. Hexadecimal 0041 is
decimal 65, the code point for the letter 'A'. The colon separates the code point from the bitmap. In this example, the
glyph is 8 pixels wide, so the bit string is 32 hexadecimal digits long.
The bit string begins with 8 zeros, so the top 4 rows will be empty (2 hexadecimal digits per 8 bit byte, with 8 bits
per row for an 8 pixel-wide glyph). The bit string also ends with 4 zeros, so the bottom 2 rows will be empty. It is
implicit from this that the default font descender is 2 rows below the baseline, and the capital height is 10 rows
above the baseline. This is the case in the GNU Unifont with Latin glyphs.
The hexdraw Perl script produces the following output from the one line glyph definition above (at right the same
output, spaced out for better visualization):

0041:      

      ––––––––
      ––––––––
      ––––––––
      ––––––––
      –––##–––
      ––#––#––
      ––#––#––
      –#––––#–
      –#––––#–
      –######–
      –#––––#–
      –#––––#–
      –#––––#–
      –#––––#–
      ––––––––
      ––––––––

0041:

      – – – – – – – –
      – – – – – – – –
      – – – – – – – –
      – – – – – – – –
      – – – # # – – –
      – – # – – # – –
      – – # – – # – –
      – # – – – – # –
      – # – – – – # –
      – # # # # # # –
      – # – – – – # –
      – # – – – – # –
      – # – – – – # –
      – # – – – – # –
      – – – – – – – –
      – – – – – – – –

This can be edited in a text editor, then converted back into a hex string with the same utility. The goal was to create
an intermediate format that would facilitate adding new glyphs.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=X_Window_System
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Vectorization
The font has subsequently been vectorized and converted to TrueType format,[2] [3] and merged back the
improvements to 20,000 CJK glyphs done by WenQuanYi's Unibit font.[4]
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External links
• Roman Czyborra's GNU Unifont page (http:/ / czyborra. com/ unifont/ )
• Unifoundry.com GNU Unifont page (http:/ / unifoundry. com/ unifont. html)
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Article Sources and Contributors
GNU Unifont  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=465972116  Contributors: AJRobbins, Ayavaron, DePiep, EdJohnston, Gioto, JIP, Jengelh, Kannie, Ph9000, The Anome,
TheAllSeeingEye, Tomchen1989, Waldir, Wm243, Xkoalax, 17 anonymous edits

Image Sources, Licenses and Contributors
file:GNUUnifontDemonstration.png  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:GNUUnifontDemonstration.png  License: Public Domain  Contributors: Ayavaron

License
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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